
If you’ve never been asked why the Bible can be trusted, you will be. If 
you’ve never asked that question yourself, you should. And this brief, non-
technical volume will be of great help in beginning to formulate an answer. 
With both humor and humility, Trevor Sutton guides readers through 
some of the most common objections to Scripture’s trustworthiness, an-
swering each winsomely and wittily—and pastorally. Highly recommend-
ed for youth and adult Bible studies and for all parish libraries.

—Rev. Dr. Korey Maas, assistant professor of history,  
Hillsdale College, Michigan

Trevor Sutton has provided a wealth of information and explanation that 
is a needed antidote for our time. Why Should I Trust the Bible? identifies 
and responds to the many baseless but constant arguments against the au-
thority of the Bible. Rev. Sutton’s work is easy to read and well-argued yet 
brief and to the point. The excursus after each chapter offers enlightening 
and powerful comparisons between the Bible and other texts. The ques-
tion-and-answer section for each chapter is also a very helpful resource for 
both readers and teachers. I anticipate referencing this work often in the 
courses I teach and would suggest it as required reading for Lutheran high 
schools and universities.

—Rev. Dr. Michael Eschelbach, professor of New Testament,  
Concordia University, Irvine

Why Should I Trust the Bible? demonstrates a style of writing our churches 
need. Trevor Sutton removes the jargon from theology so that all the mem-
bers of Christ’s Church, lay and clergy, can learn more about the truth of 
God’s Word in a way we can easily understand and put to use in our daily 
life and witness. The title poses a question, Why should I trust the Bible?, 
and Pastor Sutton’s answers will bless individual reading, study groups, 
and sermons.

—Rev. Dr. Dale A. Meyer, president,  
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri

Many have been troubled by the glib, shallow, and often ill-informed chal-
lenges to the Christian faith that permeate our society, even in its most 
well-respected secular news and information media. This is a book for any 
layperson who has been bothered by the sincere—and, at times, cynical—



but misleading repetition of these challenges. Rev. Sutton explains the basic 
issues in straightforward, understandable language without getting bogged 
down in technicalities, which can be left to later exploration of particular 
issues. This book is the entry point for anyone who wishes to fortify their 
defense of the Christian faith with knowledge of the facts. Its inclusion of 
discussion items for each chapter makes it a convenient way to probe the 
issues with others who are also seeking to grow in their knowledge, or they 
can be used simply for one’s own review and as a spur for further study. 

—Rev. Dr. Andrew Steinmann, distinguished professor of theology and 
Hebrew, Concordia University Chicago

In a time in the world when there are so many more questions than an-
swers, this book speaks with great clarity and great precision about the 
reliability of the Holy Scriptures. While the thinking is deep and detailed, 
the writing is warm and pastoral. The author has a simple formula that 
leads the reader to understanding God’s plan of salvation: Grace + Faith 
= Salvation. Simple is good! Thank you, Pastor Sutton, for this fine work. 

—Rev. Timothy M. Klinkenberg, senior pastor,  
St. John’s Lutheran Church, Orange, California

Where can we put our trust in today’s “headline equals truth,” fast-paced, 
quick-scrolling culture? Having spent my career engaging in the digital 
space, I see how the onslaught of secular humanism relentlessly berates the 
Christian worldview. As the attacks reign down upon us, it’s only natural 
for Bible-believing Christians to have moments where we pause and ask: 
Is this all true? Can the Bible that proclaims our Savior be trusted? In Why 
I Should Trust the Bible?, Rev. Sutton takes a number of myths that seek to 
discredit the Bible and places them on the table for discussion. Chapter 
by chapter, he carefully dissects each claim in detail and counters them 
with solid biblical truth. By taking the time to examine each claim, Sutton 
strengthens our confidence in the Bible and equips us to more thoughtfully 
share the truth with our family, friends, and neighbors in truth and love 
whether online or offline. I pray that this is the first in a series of apologetic 
books.

—Seth R. Hinz, assistant to the president—web and media director,  
LCMS Michigan District
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FOREWORD
By Rev. Dr. Patrick T. Ferry 

President of Concordia University 
Ann Arbor and Wisconsin

The Bible is utterly reliable, and the truth that Holy Scripture 
teaches can and should be embraced with complete confidence. 

Of course, many—perhaps most—in our day and age would regard 
such an attitude about the Bible as risible and even ridiculous. For 
Christians, particularly young followers of Christ, the challenges of 
living in what some call the “post-Church” era are intensifying. While 
following faithfully as a disciple of Jesus has never been an easy trek, 
nor should we expect it to be, the path is becoming more treacher-
ous at every turn. Efforts to marginalize or even jettison Christian 
influence in our society are gaining startling momentum. In ways 
both subtle and overt, opponents have sought to compromise Chris-
tianity’s teaching and eliminate its impact by doing damage to the 
foundation of the faith. If the source is cut off, the flow is halted. Not 
surprisingly, therefore, the Bible—the foundation of our faith and the 
source of all that we believe, teach, and confess—is a main target for 
those who would discredit Christianity. 
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“The Bible cannot be trusted” is the mantra of deniers and de-
tractors who seek to undermine the Church’s teaching. Critiques and 
complaints come from all quarters, leaving those who espouse tra-
ditional Christian viewpoints encircled by opposition. The pivot on 
which that opposition turns, however, is the exact point on which the 
Church either stands or falls. Can the Bible be trusted? Those who 
insist that it cannot mount a pile of arguments designed to cause the 
faithful to lose their footing. After all, if the Bible cannot be relied 
on as a firm foundation and solid source, then all of Christianity’s 
claims about truth become slippery and slide away. Absolute truth is 
a concept inherent to Christian faith but not much in step with the 
relativist worldview that is so much in vogue. Truth assertions of the 
Bible seem groundless in a relativistic culture. 

It is naïve merely to reassure ourselves that this opposition will do 
the Church and followers of Christ no real harm. Regrettably, Chris-
tians of all ages, but especially our youth, often are left wondering 
what to believe about the Bible. Worse, certainly, is the unfortunate 
reality that wondering about the Bible’s credibility has led so many to 
wander from the truth. Young people leave the Church and repudi-
ate the Bible and its teaching in alarming numbers. The tough issues 
outsiders raise are sometimes puzzling. Our own honest attempts to 
grapple with uncertainties can be perplexing. Amid the many voices 
that would say otherwise, God’s people need to hear clear and con-
vincing arguments that show that the Bible can be trusted and that the 
truth the Bible teaches ought to be trusted absolutely. 

In Why Should I Trust the Bible?, Trevor Sutton provides a thought-
ful and cogent response to the questions about Holy Scripture that op-
ponents raise. Pastorally and persuasively, he also treats the troubling 
concerns about God’s Word that we who are believers may struggle 
with ourselves. A defense without being defensive, Pastor Sutton’s 
winsome witness to the complete reliability of the Bible as the very 
Word of God will engage readers on every page, equipping followers 
of Christ with keen and credible insights. 
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Because skeptics and scoffers raise doubts from every imagin-
able direction, Pastor Sutton anticipates and addresses all sorts of 
misgivings without shying away. Setting up “straw man” arguments 
only to knock them down would offer little enduring benefit to a 
young person grappling with hard questions about what to believe 
and whether the Bible is believable. Therefore, Pastor Sutton does not 
omit criticisms or critics’ best attempts to debunk the veracity of the 
Bible. Instead, he allows each chapter to represent various aspects of 
the range of opposition. Is the Bible merely mythological? Is Scripture 
fraught with errors and discrepancies? How does the biblical account 
square with history? What makes the books of the Bible any more 
reliable than other texts from the same period that were called “Gos-
pels” or were supposedly attributed to the apostles? Is the Bible even 
relevant to our time and place? Given differences in translations and 
interpretations, how can we be sure about what we read? Doesn’t the 
Bible advocate socially unacceptable and even reprehensible points of 
view? Are not many of the claims of Scripture simply beyond belief? 
Neither these nor the many other questions that are considered in 
the text and included in the study questions at the end of each chap-
ter are exhaustive. Those who reject the reliability of the Bible and 
deny the trustworthiness of the truth may not be convinced, and their 
questions will not cease. But, questions never really derail the truth. 
Questions present an opportunity to explain the truth and to do so 
in confidence that our foundation is sure and our source is pure. The 
Bible is reliable, not because Pastor Sutton or anyone else says so, but 
because it is God’s Word. The answers we find in the Word to even the 
most challenging questions are not only plausible, but also completely 
convincing.

Central to the book’s thesis, and central to the truth that the Bible 
asserts, is the truth about Jesus Christ—“the way, and the truth, and 
the life” (John 14:6). What John writes toward the end of His Gospel 
is applicable to the entirety of the Bible: “These are written so that 
you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that by 
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believing you may have life in His name” (20:31). Other allegations 
that supposedly negate the Bible’s trustworthiness also receive Pastor 
Sutton’s dutiful and careful attention. His response draws not only 
on the Scriptures themselves, but also on illuminating examples and 
thought-provoking comparisons from history and literature. Who 
would ever have imagined that the Gettysburg Address or the writ-
ings of William Faulkner might reinforce the trustworthiness of the 
Bible? Pastor Sutton’s resourceful methodology aims not to entertain 
but to engage us in fresh ways. However, if we can’t trust what the 
Bible teaches regarding Jesus Christ, then none of the other questions 
people pose matter much at all. By contrast, if the Bible provides a 
truthful witness about the person and work of Jesus Christ, much of 
the rest begins to fall into place. Since the Bible was “written so that 
[we] may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that 
believing [we] may have life in His name” (John 20:31), there is much 
at stake in answering the question “Can I trust the Bible?” 

Pastor Sutton understands what is at stake. He is a loving Seelsorg-
er, a faithful shepherd who cares for the souls of people. Confusion 
and uncertainty are not good for our souls. A world without truth, 
and a life without Christ—who is Himself the Truth—is a world and 
life bereft of hope. Many lost souls amble hopelessly about in this bro-
ken world. Sutton’s book may not satisfy the severest critic, but this 
shepherd reaches out to a different audience—God’s people whose 
hope is built on Jesus Christ who loves us. This we know, for the Bible 
tells us so. A hymnwriter makes the same point this way: “How firm a 
foundation, O saints of the Lord, Is laid for your faith in His excellent 
Word” (Lutheran Service Book 728:1). Should you trust the Bible? Ab-
solutely, and here is why. . . .
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INTRODUCTION
Trust. It is not sold in stores. It is not a genetic trait bestowed on 

someone by previous generations. There is no life hack for instant 
trust. There is no app to download terabytes of trust in a few seconds. 
There is no way around it: trust is built. It rises from a foundation of 
truth. It grows slowly and painstakingly over years of steadfast hones-
ty, reliability, and dependability. It holds together with the mortar of 
integrity. Trust is formed not all at once but over the course of many 
small interactions.

People work hard to build trust. Husbands and wives build trust 
by honoring the vows made to each other on their wedding day. Moth-
ers and fathers build trust by keeping their children safe and properly 
fed. Christians build the trust of others by living a life fully aligned 
with their beliefs. Judges build trust by administering their office with 
integrity and upholding the law. Pastors build trust by practicing what 
they preach and living above reproach. Elected officials build trust by 
keeping campaign promises and faithfully serving constituents. 

Just like individuals, organizations must also work hard to build 
trust. Companies build trust by consistently offering quality products 
and truthful advertising. Churches build trust by espousing truth and 
caring for the community. Schools build trust by offering a stellar ed-
ucation and graduating competent students. Governments build trust 
through fiscal responsibility and maintaining a safe community.

Trust is built. And trust is also broken. Although trust is built slow-
ly, it is destroyed instantly. Lies, deceit, and exploitation disintegrate 
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trust in a moment. Misinformation, falsehood, and de-
ception topple trust immediately. Husbands and wives 
break trust with a moment of infidelity and secrecy. 
Mothers and fathers break trust with only one care-
less decision. Christians break the trust of others with 
just one action contrary to their beliefs. Public figures 
break trust by a single abuse of power. Pastors break 
trust by pocketing church money and neglecting min-
istry responsibilities. Politicians break trust by tak-
ing bribes, promoting cronies, and misappropriating 
funds. Organizations break trust through negligence 
and falsehood. Churches and schools break trust by ig-
noring child abuse allegations. Trust is slowly built yet 
swiftly broken. 

TRUSTING THE BIBLE
People trust in public figures and institutions. And 

people trust in the Bible. Not just a few people. Not just 
old people. Many people place their undivided trust in 
the Bible. Countless Christians lean on the Bible, trust-
ing the words of God entirely. 

Many other people have done exactly the opposite. 
Countless cynics have sought to break trust in the Bible. 
It has been barraged, besieged, and bombarded from 
every side. The ancient world saw myriad attacks on the 
Bible. Marcion of Sinope (AD 85–160) tried to reject 
the Old Testament by claiming it was incompatible with 
the New Testament. Gnostic communities claimed to 
have secret knowledge that had been excluded from the 
Bible. The Talmud, an ancient Jewish commentary, of-
fered conflicting claims about the life of Jesus. In more 
recent history, the Age of Enlightenment tried to dis-
mantle the authority of the Bible. Thomas Jefferson 

Although trust 
is built slowly, 
it is destroyed 
instantly.
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(1743–1826) cut out every miracle that Jesus performed in order to 
create his Jefferson Bible. Every generation of believers has endured 
an attempt at breaking trust in the Bible. 

Today is no different. People are still trying to break trust in the 
Bible. Modern scholars attempt to dismantle Scripture in any way 
possible: Historians claim that it is nothing more than a human text 
with a deeply political motive. Anthropologists argue that it is merely 
a record of rituals performed by an ancient people. Archaeologists 
assume that the historical claims of the Bible are in error. Sociolo-
gists assert that it is a religious text on the same plane as every other 
religious text. Today—as in every previous generation—people try to 
break trust in the Bible by questioning everything from the physical 
manuscripts and text to the formation of the biblical canon and how 
it is interpreted. The effort to deconstruct trust in the Bible is going on 
right now as you read this sentence.

Yet it is still standing.

Nothing has been able to break trust in the Bible. Every attempt 
has failed. Every effort to expose the Bible as fraudulent has ended in 
disappointment. Even the most brilliant scholars have been unsuc-
cessful in dismantling trust in the Bible. It remains trustworthy after 
generations of attack. It is still historically accurate, textually reliable, 
and culturally relevant. It persists as the only viable source for Chris-
tian beliefs. It is as true for people living today as it was for previous 
generations. And it is still God’s Word for all eternity. 

The incessant effort to break trust in the Bible has had an un-
expected result: every new analysis of Scripture further reveals its 
legitimacy. Each new discovery adds more to the already staggering 
evidence that the Bible is trustworthy. The unending attempts to break 
trust in the Bible have ironically worked to build trust in the Bible. 
Efforts to deconstruct Scripture have contributed only to its enduring 
power. Every generation has come to the same conclusion: you can 
still trust the Bible. 
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OVERVIEW
This book will build your trust in the Bible. And it will break your 

trust in other texts. You will find that the Bible is more credible than 
you had ever imagined. And you will find that other texts are far more 
questionable than you had ever imagined. 

The first chapter anchors our trust in the Bible in Jesus Christ. His 
life, death, and resurrection provide the trustworthy foundation for 
every page in the Bible. The Bible would be simply a book like every 
other book in human history if it were not for Jesus. He is the founda-
tion for our trust in the Bible. 

The first chapter establishes Jesus as the foundation for our trust 
in the Bible; the subsequent chapters address numerous claims leveled 
against the Bible. These are common claims that individuals make 
for not trusting Scripture, and they range from arguing that there are 
errors in the text to calling it religious propaganda and downright 
racist:

• The Bible is merely a mythological story similar to Homer’s 
Odyssey.

• Numerous flood stories exist from antiquity. The biblical sto-
ry of Noah and the ark is a mixture of flood stories from oth-
er cultures.

• The Bible has so many errors and edits that it simply cannot 
be trusted.

• The Gospels disagree on even the most basic events in the life 
of Jesus. 

• The Bible is clearly biased toward men. It was written by men 
and primarily for men. 

• The Bible is racist and promotes slavery. 
These claims, and many others, are addressed in the pages that fol-

low. These are claims that you have heard from pessimistic professors, 
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suspicious scholars, and antagonistic atheists. These claims have 
been made in popular television shows, academic debates, and other 
books. And some of these may be claims that you have personally 
brought against the Bible. These are questions and quandaries that 
anyone may have as they engage Scripture. 

After the first chapter, every remaining chapter ends with a dis-
cussion on a nonbiblical text. These texts range from ancient to mod-
ern, secular to religious. The texts come from many different places, 
were penned by many different people, and were written for many dif-
ferent reasons. The texts discussed at the end of each chapter include 
the following:

• The Epic of Gilgamesh

• The Gettysburg Address

• The dramas of William Shakespeare

• The Gnostic Gospels

• Cautionary Children’s Tales

• The writings of William Faulkner

• Encyclopedias

• The Book of Mormon
Despite the vast differences in these texts, they all have something 

in common: they come up lacking when compared to the Bible. This 
book will take the same rigorous methods used to critique the Bible 
and critique other well-respected texts. By doing so, it will show you 
how the Bible elicits an exceptional amount of trust. Other trusted 
texts fall apart when they are examined with the same level of scrutiny 
as Scripture. Every. Single. Time.

The manuscript evidence available for these texts is far smaller 
than the biblical manuscript evidence. The textual variants in these 
texts are far greater than the biblical textual variants. The historical 
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discrepancies, unanswered questions, and insurmountable problems 
in these texts swell to a level that is far greater than any claims leveled 
against the Bible. These texts will provide a direct comparison with 
Scripture and show that it is trustworthy.

This book is a basic introduction to many different issues sur-
rounding the Bible. The topics addressed in the pages that follow are 
not completely exhausted nor are they explored in extensive detail; 
biblical scholars have written thousands of texts on every individ-
ual claim discussed in this book. This is not the final word on any 
of these topics. Rather, this book provides a broad overview of the 
many claims made against the Bible. Since this book is not intended 
for biblical scholars, footnotes have been kept to a minimum. How-
ever, footnotes are used on occasion to assist readers exploring the 
topic further. 

By the end of this book, you will have engaged numerous claims 
against the Bible. These claims will be dismantled by credible sourc-
es, textual evidence, and plain reason. As these claims against the 
Bible fall away one by one, your confidence in the life-giving, peace- 
bringing, sinner-saving ministry of Jesus Christ will be strengthened.
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A BODY OF EVIDENCE
Why can I trust the Bible? Answer: Jesus. 

Seriously, it is that simple. You do not need flowcharts and 
formulas to figure this out. Algorithms and syllogisms are not needed 
to prove that the Bible is trustworthy. There is no need for complica-
tion, consternation, or confusion: Jesus is why you can trust the Bible. 
The life, death, and resurrection of Jesus is the foundation for all trust 
in the Bible. This is simple. This is profound. 

Get ready for some puzzling, perplexing, and profound discus-
sions. This book will soon move beyond one-word answers. This book 
will get more complicated. You will learn all kinds of fancy words that 
you can use to impress your friends and sound smarter than you real-
ly are: homologoumena, antilegomena, lectio difficilior, and lectio brevior. 
(There is a glossary on p. 228 for reference.) You will engage in dis-
cussions about mythology, textual criticism, and world religions. The 
arguments for trusting the Bible will gain depth and complexity, and 
you will be intellectually stretched. 

Still, the most basic reason for trusting the Bible is profoundly 
simple: Jesus. He is the reason God spoke through the Bible in the first 
place. He is the purpose of Scripture, the point of it all, and the pri-
mary source of its authority. The influence of Jesus is felt through all 
Scripture. He is anticipated in the Old Testament, experienced in the 
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Gospels, and evoked in the rest of the New Testament. If God had not 
come to redeem His creation in the flesh-and-blood person of Jesus, 
then there would be no need for the Bible. If Jesus did not truly live 
in human history with a fully human body, then the Bible would just 
be another good book about some fictional character. If God did not 
raise Jesus from the dead, then the Bible would be nothing more than 
a history book. Take Jesus out of the Bible, and there is nothing left. 

The good news is He lives. Jesus lived, died, and now lives again. 
The earliest followers of Jesus referred to this as evangelion, which 
translates into “good news.” The Bible is good news. To be certain, 
news is not a piece of advice or one person’s opinion. It is not spiritual 
speculation or murky mysticism. News is about something that actu-
ally happened. The Bible is not a dusty book full of outdated advice; it 
is a life-changing book centered on the good news that God has acted 
in human history through Jesus Christ. The living Jesus greets us at 
the beginning of the Bible. He proclaims His return at the end of the 
Bible. And He speaks to us with every word in between. Scripture is 
dripping with Jesus. 

Jesus precedes, predates, and presides over Scripture. He exist-
ed before the Bible. Indeed, the incarnation of Jesus occurred after 
the writing of the Old Testament. He was physically born after the 
Old Testament writings of Moses and Malachi, Jeremiah and Jonah. 
Nevertheless, Jesus existed in eternity before the incarnation. He was 
there in the beginning when the earth was without form and void. 
God spoke creation into existence through Him. Before there was a 
Bible, there was Jesus. 

And Jesus would still exist even if the Bible ceased to exist. Imag-
ine that every Bible in the world disappeared. Suppose that every 
shred of Scripture went away. Visualize that every Bible app on every 
smartphone and tablet crashed. Think the unthinkable: what if the 
Bible ceased to exist? If the Bible ceased to be, there would still be 
Jesus. He is the Word made flesh. His flesh-and-blood existence does 
not depend on the Bible; the Bible depends on His flesh-and-blood 
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existence. The Bible does not validate Jesus; Jesus validates the Bible. 
The existence of the Bible is not the foundation for the existence of 
Jesus; the existence of Jesus is the foundation for the existence of the 
Bible. Trust in Jesus is not based on trust in the Bible; trust in the Bible 
is based on trust in Jesus. Jesus is the real and living person around 
whom the Bible coheres. 

RESURRECTION PROOF 
This sounds great. Yet, there is one nagging question that should 

be giving you a headache right now: if trust in the Bible is based on 
trust in Jesus, then how can I trust in Jesus without first trusting in 
the Bible? How could I possibly know anything about Jesus apart 
from the Bible? Everything I know about Jesus has come from the 
Gospels, right? 

Access to Jesus is largely mediated through the Bible. The Old 
Testament provides prophecies pointing to the coming of Jesus. The 
Gospels tell us what He did and said. The New Testament explains 
how communities of people lived in the new life of Jesus. Is there any-
thing about Jesus that exists apart from the Bible? 

Yes. The resurrected body of Jesus exists today apart from the 
Bible. He lived. He died. And He lives today with a physically resur-
rected body. Jesus is literally the body of evidence around which the 
Scriptures cohere. Even if the Bible ceased to exist, the risen body of 
Jesus would still exist. The resurrected body of Jesus is why you can 
trust the Bible. You know that Jesus was raised from the dead not only 
because the Bible reports it but also because real people witnessed His 
really resurrected body with their own eyes. 

Real people—Mary Magdalene, Peter, Thomas, Cleopas, Paul, 
and hundreds of others—had ocular proof of the resurrected Jesus. 
Mary had a real conversation with the really resurrected Jesus. 
Thomas physically touched the physically resurrected body of Jesus. 
The disciples witnessed Jesus as He consumed a fish and digested it 
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with His resurrected organs. Paul had a bone-jarring, briefly blinding 
experience when he witnessed the risen Jesus. These are real people 
with real bodies who witnessed the real resurrected Jesus. 

“But I haven’t seen His body. . . . ” That is true. Others witnessed 
the resurrected Jesus and told you about it. Take a moment and think 
about what else you trust in that you have not actually seen with your 
own eyes. Did you actually witness the assassination of Abraham Lin-
coln? Were you there when John Hancock signed the Declaration of 
Independence? Have you touched the iceberg that sunk the Titanic? 
Have you actually met Napoleon Bonaparte, Joan of Arc, or Alex-
ander the Great? Nevertheless, there is little doubt that these events 
actually occurred or these people actually existed. Other people wit-
nessed these events and met these individuals. These eyewitnesses 
then passed along their testimony to later generations. 

Similarly, trust in the resurrection of Jesus is based on eyewitness 
accounts. There is literally a body of evidence arguing that the Bible is 
trustworthy. That body of evidence goes by the name Jesus. The resur-
rected body of Jesus proves that God does more than just speak into 
human history; He has definitively acted in human history through 
the resurrection of Jesus. God works through words and actions. He 
does not speak without action. He does not act without speaking. 
God speaks and acts, declares and delivers. The Bible is inextricably 
linked with the resurrection of Jesus. 

When people witnessed this body of evidence—the living, breath-
ing, and fully alive body of Jesus—they told others. These eyewitness 
accounts went viral. They were passed down from generation to gen-
eration. News about the resurrection traveled through many different 
communication channels:

Verbal Testimony. Before everything else, there was the spoken 
word. The spoken word—“Christ is risen!”—predates the 
Gospels, Epistles, and creedal confessions. This rich oral tra-
dition of storytelling, preaching, and conversation quickly 
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circulated the news of the living Jesus. Before the events of 
Jesus’ life were organized into a creed and written down, 
there were eyewitnesses telling their own stories of seeing the 
risen Jesus. 

Creeds. These are short statements of belief spoken in early Chris-
tian communities. Before the writings of the New Testament, 
they provided a way for news of the resurrection to be passed 
down from eyewitnesses to later generations. These brief  
confessions were easily remembered and used to help teach 
new followers of Jesus. Many of the early creeds made their 
way into various parts of the New Testament. Later creeds 
include the Apostles’ Creed, the Nicene Creed, and the 
Athanasian Creed. 

New Testament. The books of the New Testament are certainly 
the most familiar way the good news of Jesus is passed down 
from generation to generation. Each of the Gospels provides 
detailed accounts of the death and resurrection of Jesus. 
These historical accounts, along with numerous letters cir-
culating from church to church, provided a way for people 
to hear about the resurrection of Jesus. This form of commu-
nication, however, did not arise immediately. It was at least a 
decade after the resurrection before the first New Testament 
writings appeared. 

The Bible itself references all these ways in which the good 
news of the resurrection went viral. For example, the apostle Paul 
relies on all three of these communication channels as he writes to 
the Corinthians:

For I delivered to you as of first importance what I also 
received: that Christ died for our sins in accordance with 
the Scriptures, that He was buried, that He was raised 
on the third day in accordance with the Scriptures, and 
that He appeared to Cephas, then to the twelve. Then 
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He appeared to more than five hundred 
brothers at one time, most of whom 
are still alive, though some have fallen 
asleep. Then He appeared to James, then 
to all the apostles. Last of all, as to one 
untimely born, He appeared also to me. 
(1 Corinthians 15:3–8)

Many biblical scholars believe that verses 3–7 of 
this text are a quotation from an early Christian creed. 
It appears that these words echo a creed confessed by 
many other Christian communities. Notice the refer-
ences to Scripture and eyewitness testimony in this 
creedal confession about the resurrection of Jesus. 
These historical events in the life of Jesus—His death 
and resurrection—happened in accordance with the 
Scriptures. Since the New Testament did not yet exist, 
this is a reference to the books of the Old Testament. 
The historical events of Jesus’ life lined up with the 
prophetic words of Scripture. Along with Scripture, 
this creed references the eyewitness testimony sur-
rounding the resurrection. Eyewitnesses saw the body 
of evidence and told others of the resurrection of 
Jesus. Before you can discredit these words, you have 
to discredit every witness to the resurrection: Cephas, 
the Twelve, the five hundred, James, all the apostles, 
and Paul. 

The point is simple: the Bible can be trusted 
because there is a body of evidence. That body of 
evidence is the living, breathing, fully resurrected 
body of Jesus. People saw it. People touched it. Peo-
ple were frightened by it. God has worked in human 
history through the flesh and blood person of Jesus, 
who was victorious over death. This historical event 

The Bible can 
be trusted 
because there 
is a body of  
evidence.
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was promised in the Old Testament, proclaimed in the Gospels, and 
pervades the rest of the New Testament. God not only has spoken in 
history through the Bible, but He also has worked in human history 
through the death and resurrection of Jesus. God’s speaking in the 
Bible is proved worthy of trust by God’s working in human history.

RESURRECTION DIFFERENCE
The resurrection of Jesus is the body of evidence proving that 

the Bible is trustworthy. The historical life, death, and resurrection 
of Jesus is the defining feature separating the Bible from any other 
religious text. The living person of Jesus separates the Bible from ev-
ery other holy book in history and around the globe. Without the 
resurrection of Jesus, the Bible would be no different from the Book 
of Mormon of the Latter-day Saints or the Qur’an of Muslims.

Other religious texts claim to be filled with divine words carry-
ing divine authority. Trust in religious texts can come from one of 
two places: internal and external. Many religious texts make inter-
nal truth claims; they elicit the trust of readers by simply declaring 
they are true, infallible, and authoritative. They boldly proclaim that 
they are divine words free from error and full of power. They claim 
they should be trusted because they have claimed that they should be 
trusted. These holy books say they are trustworthy because they are 
holy books. The circular reasoning of these texts can be dizzying. 

Trust in the Bible arises both internally and externally. Like other 
religious texts, the Bible declares itself to be true, infallible, and au-
thoritative: “All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for 
teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteous-
ness, that the man of God may be complete, equipped for every good 
work” (2 Timothy 3:16–17). However, unlike other religious texts, the 
Bible does not rely only on internal claims of trustworthiness. The 
resurrection of Jesus is the defining external feature separating the 
Bible from any other religious text. His death and resurrection is the 
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supreme external source of trust for the Bible. Every word, teaching, 
and promise in the Bible can be trusted not only because the Bible 
claims it can be trusted, but also because it was confirmed outside the 
Bible in human history by the resurrection of Jesus. The Bible claims 
internally that it can be trusted and it is externally shown to be trust-
worthy by the resurrection of Jesus.

For example, suppose you are in a bookstore browsing through 
various books. You stop for a moment and look closely at personal 
finance books. The first book you pick up discusses how to get out of 
debt, increase savings, and profitably invest your money. The author 
offers no external reason, evidence, or experience as to why her 
methods work; she simply repeats throughout the chapters that her 
methods can be trusted and that you should be putting her methods 
into practice. You rightfully set the book down. The next book you 
pick up is also about personal finance. However, this one is full of 
external reasons, evidence, and experiences resulting in trustworthy 
methods. This author constantly repeats that her methods can be 
trusted because they are the result of real experiences. She invites you 
to trust not only her but also the real lives that have been changed by 
these methods. Which book do you want to buy? 

Neglecting the historical event of the resurrection sets the Bible 
on the same plane as every other religious text. Without the life, 
death, and resurrection of Jesus, the Bible is just like every other book 
that claims to be trustworthy. With the life, death, and resurrection 
of Jesus, there is a body of evidence witnessed by hundreds of people 
proclaiming that the Bible can be trusted. 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
Why can you trust the Bible? Jesus. The perennial Sunday School 

answer is actually right. Jesus is the central source of trust in the Bible. 
His life, death, and resurrection are historical events that happened in 
time and space. The resurrection of Jesus was witnessed by hundreds 
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of people. Many of those eyewitnesses were full of skep-
ticism and doubt. Thomas clearly had reservations 
about the possibility of a dead man coming back to life. 
Paul disbelieved the resurrection of Jesus so strongly 
that he was willing to persecute those who did believe. 
Nevertheless, Thomas and Paul became witnesses of 
the living and breathing Jesus who was victorious over 
death. These two witnesses—and hundreds of others—
experienced the risen Jesus. This good news simultane-
ously confirmed the Old Testament and laid the founda-
tion for the New Testament. 

The Bible is centered on the life, death, and resur-
rection of Jesus. He is why you can trust the Bible. The 
Scriptures cohere around this external, historical event 
witnessed by many. The resurrected Jesus is a living, 
breathing body of evidence validating the Bible. He is 
the cornerstone of the Christian faith. And He is the 
cornerstone of the Bible.

Why can 
you trust the 
Bible? Jesus.
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1.  Why is it important that Jesus is the foundation for trust in 
the Bible?

2.  Who were some eyewitnesses of the resurrection of Jesus?

3.  Eyewitness testimony was trusted in the ancient world. 
Do people still rely on the account of an eyewitness today?

4.  Are there other instances in Scripture besides the resurrection 
where eyewitness accounts are relied upon?

5.  There are numerous creeds in the Bible. Some examples in-
clude Deuteronomy 6:4 and Romans 10:9. Why were creedal 
confessions so important in the ancient world? Why are creedal 
confessions still important today?

6.  Why is the resurrection of Jesus included in all of the Gospels 
while other events are included in only a few of the Gospels? 

7.  Why is external evidence important for establishing trust in 
the Bible?
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